1. Approval of agenda
2. Approval of October 7th minutes
3. Forms for Review
   a. Arts and Sciences
      i. Psychology
         1. B1807: PSY 606 – Analysis of Data
      ii. Linguistics
         1. C1758: Ph.D. Linguistics – Revision to degree
      iii. Philosophy
         1. C1892: M.A. Philosophy – Revision to degree
   iv. Physics
      1. C1819: M.S. Physics – Revision to degree
   v. Public Policy
      1. C1855: M.P.P. – Name change
   vi. Women Studies
      1. B1890: WMST 479 – Advanced Interdisciplinary Topics
   b. College of Education
      i. Teacher Education, Educational Leadership and Policy
         1. B1640: EDUC 581 – Initial Field Experience K-8 Seminar
         2. B1641: EDUC 582 – K-8 Field Experience Seminar II
      c. College of Fine Arts
         i. Art and Art History
            1. B1782: ARTS 498 – Senior Seminar: Art Studio Capstone
      d. Graduate Interdisciplinary Studies
         i. Nanoscience and Microsystems Engineering
            1. C1864: M.S. Nanoscience and Microsystems Engineering – Revision to degree
      e. Undergraduate Interdisciplinary Studies
         i. Military Studies
            1. C1875: Minor: Military Studies (Air Force Option) – Revision to minor
      f. Branch Forms
         i. Gallup
            1. C1641: A.A. Art Studio – Revision to major
         ii. Valencia
            1. C1833: A.S. Emergency Medical Services – Revision to major
4. Update/revise sample syllabus and check list
5. Other business